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ABSTRACT--There are some situations where cloud computing is used to enhance  the ability to the business 

goals, when and where to offload the resources like hardware, software, networks to cloud. So that one can offload 

the resources  for processing  as image  based  computation includes segmentation, deep learning for object 

recognition. Intelligent Agent algorithm also uses to collect performance metric in continuous period of time. 

Dynamic cloud allocation mechanism is implemented in processing of images parallelly. By adopting suitable  

mechanism one  can automatically add images to cloud in real-time to know the number of available cloud 

instances. Queue length can be known with this. The proposed intelligent cloud  resource  procedure through RaI 

(Resources as Images) in the cloud improves overall response time, optimal utilization of cloud in order to access, 

allot and to determine the capacity of the resources.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hardware and software both can be referred by cloud in overall internet. As day by day cloud service 

providers(CSP) is going to increase then the storage of data in cloud will also increase. So, consumers or customers 

face many difficulties like price to get cloud instance, migration between CSP’s and dynamically changimg 

resource offerings. To assist customers, Intelligent cloud resource allocation(ICRA) through Resources as Images 

(RaI) and AI agent  is introduced  for effective sharing of the resources. It discloses total information regarding 

present status of CSP resources, its offerings and evaluates it to get the best and suitable configuration based on 

customer need.. It is based on raw computer resources like storage , processing power, databases and other 

applications. CSP resources can be used by customers at a perticular amount of time based on agreement than 

purchasing those resources completely. Customers can either increase or remove the information in the cloud 

according to their requirements [1-3]. Many researches are going on, to make use of effecient cloud when there is 

increasing of CSP. Techniques like Load Balancing aimed to reduce energy cost, dynamic pricing model to 

maximize revenue. User has to balance less cost with more appropriate quality services. As day by day number od 

CSP’s are increasing, customers choosing CSP based on less cost, Proving the quality in services and position of 

the model in the market. Furthermore setting prices to the customer at a time, CSP’s extend their service by 
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providing resources dynamically in AWS with according to cost. Spot pricing will be done based on cloud 

utilization and demand of customer. In addition to this, customer face several challenges of choosing cloud resource 

withj minimum cost by comparing with all available CSP’s. Customer must reevaluate configurations from all 

CSP’s because it may change. If customer want to move from one cloud to other cloud with same features but 

more suitble configuration is called Migration.  

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

It includes various techniques like segmentation, deep learning, indexing, decision making algorithm, 

resource scheduling management,   and dynamic cloud allocation. As this mobile application uses large memory 

space to store images and videos, it should need large physical storages like ram,chips. To achieve this, certain 

heavy computation load should be offloaded to cloud for easy processing. With this cost of cloud allocating 

resources may increase as the number of instances increasing. So, we have to maintain dynamic memory allocation 

and storage [4]. To process in average time, if number of active user connection increasing then usage time of 

CPU, memory, and status of queue also increases. The data processing mechanism in the Intelligent cloud is used 

to give more performance and feasibility. Then it is to perform classification and estimate the number of 

capabilities of each resource objects. The overall time taken to compute capacitiesr,  the second level ingredient 

testing algorithm technique undergoes two stages in the processing. Overall time taken in computation is Tmx.  

 

Negotiation 

It is a process by which two or more process come to one agreement which consists of proposal, concessions, 

etc is accepted by all. Main functionality in this situation to users is to provide cloud computing with less cost and 

all desired features and QoS. Based on user’s preference  one ICRA agent will communicate with other agent for 

mutual agreement. By this agents can improve their communication socially and their response can be improved 

[5]. Agreement at service level is a process of understanding between parties and accepting conditions and terms 

is referend as SLA (service level agreements). It consist of company name under agreement and their quality of 

service. WSAG(web service agreement negotiation) describes steps for SLA negotiation. 

Negotiation contains template, offers and agreements.seres for description of the services they are offerng 

configurations, guarentee they provide in QoS soon. Based on requirements of user, service providers sends 

template to customer. An instantaneous template is called offer. It is chosen when a specific configuration is 

selected by customer with agreement. An Agreement is created based on the acceptance from cloud providers and 

customers. An Counter-offer is generated new configuration when the offer is rejected. 
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Figure 1: SLA template   

Micro agreements consists of terms and conditions for particular period of time. Customers may sign 

agreement for long  period of time like one year or more. In the case, cutomer should not migrate to other CSP. 

They should stay until their completion of time period. This CSP have reliable income for a period and accuracy 

may be improved. But the main disadvantage is, customers should not react to any changes in the market even new 

product relases and cost may decrease.  In order to overcome this, micro-agreements are introduced to maintain 

between one hour or some minutes. By this customer may accept agreement in hourly basis and they can react to 

release of new product in the market with high effeciency.  

 

III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To assist customers,ICRA through RaI provides all available cloud resources, chosing appropriate 

configuration based on requirement, negotiating service agreement with CSP, monitoring service agreement for 

violation and assisting migrations between CSP’s. ICRA describes various information and status of all available 

CSP’s like pice tag of CSP in the market, accessibility, guarentee, locality and reputation. User gives his 

requirements by showing their configuration then, ICRA checks and matches the appropriate and best cloud 

instance from CSP’s by removing agreements at service level. It provides services lifetime to ensure no agreement 

violations. If violation occurs, severe action will be taken. ICRA frequently monitors avaialability of better 

resource or new release of better configuration and gives notifications to users [6-9]. 

Intially consumer/customer who want CSP will directly contact ICRA with all requirements written in SLA 

offer to specify software or hardware requirements, priorities, ramge of options, dependencies etc. Let us take 

example that consumer has requrement of  SaaS. With SLA, one can specify CPU, Version and storage should be 

of strict specific range. So, cost may be reduced for getting SaaS. If any changes in requirements occur, then 

consumer has to update the specifications through ICRA  agent. Changes may be of availabilty of new resource 

servers in the market or any requirements change in their plan or computing needs may increase. To enable those 

changes, consumers monitors in the cloud and informs ICRA agent [10]. 
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Figure 2: Overview working and communication between ICRA agent(A) and CSP 

 

CSP acts as an inteface to interact with ICRA for migration and negotiation. For negotiating. CSP ust provide 

templates to give information. It should be updated regularly for availbility of pricing. Based on request, SLA 

template is sent to ICRA agent. It performs a negotiation session for apprving policy. This policy contains threshold 

value  and rules for acceptance.  In transfer of virtual data into cloud which is called as migration  should be assisted 

by cloud service provider(CSP) after creaing a SLA wth consumer. ICRA agent is indendent and trusted third 

party between consumer and SLA. It provides informaton about CSPs offerings  in the market ,test these offers, 

on behalf of customers agents can negotiate between SLA and CSP , checks whether any new cloud resources 

available and also upports migratins to new clouds. There are two appraches to identify resources when user 

captures the image. Those are SVM, which classifies parallelly and Deep learning techniques to achieve higher 

accuracy [11-15]. 

For computing the accessed value and capacity of resource, we propose the customer’s touch on the resource 

as  reference to the Calibration. When User touches the resource, a picture is taken. Resource  recognition and 

capacity computation are esential parts. The  Map Reduce algorithm which classifies parallelly in cloud is used to 

execute SVM in AWS. Decision making mechanism is used for scalability aspect. When more number of 

customers using the application at same time, segmentation is done initially to identify the resource items. 

 

 

Figure 3:  Intelliegnt Decision algorithm 

 

But we can see two weeknesses in the Decision Making Algorithms. It checks the perfomance ,further 

optimizes effeciently and allocate the resource images to remaining cloud. It should be extended at every division 
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of resources (single,multiple,hybrid). Single resource items performs two steps i.e Deep learning(drawing out 

feature, categorization) and computation. Multiple resource items performs initially segmentation to smaller 

objects and then followed by deep learning on each smaller part. Finally after integration, it gives the calories 

value. Hybrid items has extra step like recognizing the resource with deep learning techniques [16-19]. 

 

IV. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

There are two techniques for offloading schemas. First is self reliant multi cloud offloading provides 

balancing in  high communication cost and second one is multi cloud offloading which reduces communication 

cost with smaller stability. 

 

Figure 4:   Overall processing of resources marked as images 

 

Single and multiple resorce identity can be done following way. Initially user clicks images and system 

captures it. Preprocessing will be done. Then segmentation is performed based on features for extracting various 

resorce partitions and save them as single resorce image. Image classification is applied to analyze what type of 

resorce it is. Then, it contains with the user by showing the ingredients for confirmation of all detected resources. 

Users have to observe and perform modifications if only detection is wrong. Once, user finalizes it, then it goes to 

next step i.e detection of calories among each resorce and shows the result on screen. 

Hybrid  identity performs two stages of recognition testing. In the initial step whole picture of hybrid resorce 

is treated as one, then it is tested. In the second level ingredient of that particular resource will be identified.    
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Figure 5: Process of computation 

 

DNN (Deep Neural Network) is one the algorithm for feature extraction and classification to detect the objects 

more accurately even with small datasets. Further provides flexibilty to combine features. Initially, DNN performs 

unsupervised learning without labelling of images. In order to get correct and error-free outcome, DNN analyzes 

the vertex/nodes which are unseen and edge parameters which is under Supervised Learning. To calculate the 

grade(i.e inclination or decination) of cost function rapidly , we use the Back propagation algorithm which is a one 

of the supervised learning. Modifications can be made by customer accordingly either to wait and bias, to get the 

proper outcome by training the deep neural network. Labelling these training inputs as x1,x2,x3,....x. Stochostic 

gradient descent algorithm chooses minimum batch of inputs and train those weights and bias are modifies further 

for accurate result. DNN is arranged with many layers that are hided in step by step manner. RBM(restricted 

boltzmann machine) can be detected by making together of two layers that hided which forms a stack of RBM 

further.A combination of neuron can be formed from hided layer. Ik is input vector, hk is hidden neuron and Ok is 

ouput neuron of k layer.Upper features can get from below features. Forecasting of layer is based on probablistic 

model. 
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Figure 6:Deep Neural Network working 

 

Capacity computation is performed with Auto- Calibration approach. It is used to find the distance between 

user and resource at how much ditance user  has captured the pic of object. This approach will measure or calculate 

the dimension of the resource taken from database. Smaller particles features can be calculated from dimensions 

of the block. 

  

 

Condition-1: sends to other cloud instance,  Condition-2: sends to same cloud instance 

Figure 7:  Proposed Cloud Agent Algorithm 
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Proposed Cloud Agent Captured images are sent to first queue. Then it is segmented to smaller parts based 

on single or multiple images based on that it will process further. If it is single image, then it will be under deep 

learning or otherwise it is sent to second queue within a certain limit amount of time because new images should 

be loaded in first queue. If it is single, decision algorithm-1 is executed else it goes to algorithm-2. Based on the 

current availability of customer participation and characteristics of cloud agent (average time consumption, usage 

time of CPU and memory). When the decision finalizes, remaining procedure like Deep learning and capacity 

computation on cloud agent can be done. It it decides to perform functionality on remote clouds, then it will be 

indexed to maintain consistency. After indexing, it sends to queue and prioritize them for offloading image 

sequentially to other cloud servers, then after capacity computation is done. 

 

Decision Algorithm-1: 

This algorithm says about the result and presentation of local cloud, to check whether usage of cloud is in 

commited threshold level. Initially image in the cloud process locally to queue, then later goes to the instance of 

cloud. Space in the disk can be verified based on cpu usage of cloud is in lesser threshold value. If usage of disk is 

not in range of threshold value, then rejection can be done to accept further images and removes existing images 

for disk space. The reason for setting threshold is for evaluating accurately by not effecting the length of queue. If 

threshold value is greater, then it resends the image. If it is lesser than threshold value, it may proceeds for further 

computation steps. 

Decision algorithm-2: 

It is responsible for deciding the cloud node among the list of nodes that takes least response   

CPU utilization of node n  = CUnMemory utilization = MUnEstimated time =TnFor image ik from i1 i2 i3...... ip   

do CUm  = check CU for node mIf CUm< threshold then MUm =check If MUm < threshold Dispatch(ik) to 

node m; break; initiate Deep Learning (ik, m); else check estimated time Tm for CUm for each node x doCUx = check 

CU Check estimated time Tx for CUx MUx = check MU Check estimated time TyIf Tx  > TyTcf  = Ty ;ElseTcf  = Tx ;If 

Tm  > Tcf  then Dispatch (ik ) to node m;Initiate DL(ik, m);Break;ElseDispatch (ik ) to node x;Initiate DL(ik, 

y);Break;End for;Break End for 
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Figure 8:  Architecture of Hybrid Processing 

 

In indexing, Initially images are sent to queue and itis segmented in level-1. According to Decision algorithm-

1, it finalizes to offload images to other cloud for second level testing. During this second level testing, remaining 

images start first level and repeats further. Then segmented images are arranged in sorted order with sequence 

number. For multiple images, integration of capacity estimation will be occured after segmenting and checking the  

value separately. In hybrid image processing, indexing is done by level-1 and level-2. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The paper described about the  offloading mechanism of the resources like hardware, software, networks in 

to cloud. The offloaded resources  subjected for processing  as image  based  computation includes segmentation, 

deep learning. Cloud  Intelligent Agent algorithm has been introduced to measure the performance metric in 

continuous period of time. Dynamic cloud allocation mechanism also implemented for parallel processing of  this 

paper depicted that the suitable  mechanism to add images in to cloud in real-time to know number of available 

cloud instances.  Further, narrated the  intelligent cloud  resource  procedure through RaI (Resources as Images) 

in the cloud for single, multiple and hybrid categories of ingredients of resources to enable to compute the capacity.  
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